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Tf S. Minocchi had entitled his 1902 article "Research on

I the Dating of Some Thirteenth-Century Franciscan
J-Sources," all the issues we have mentioned would have
continued to be known to only a small circle of specialists. But
he entided it "The Franciscan Question." The expression was
immediately a huge success. There was a "Franciscan
Question," just as there was an ('Eastern 

Question," and the
expression was a very useful one because it suggested a

"question of trustworthiness" to be asked of the biographers of
St. Francis.

But once it has been reduced to its true dimensions,
once it has been stripped of its emotional baggage, once it has
been unburdened of obsolete debates, what is left of the
Franciscan Question? A very well-defined technical problem
to be studied by specialists who some day (or never!) will
provide us with its solution.

The accuracy of our portrait of St. Francis does not
depend on this solution (Desbonnets 1968a,p. 14).
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The "Franciscan Question," then, is like the "Eastern Question"' or
the "Biblical Question"' or, better yet, the "Ffomeric Question," the great
philological problem regarding the very existence of Homer and the
attribution and unity of composition of the Homeric poems. But the analogy
is not exact because Francis of fusisi, unlike Homer, is not a more or less
mythical figure. He is a historical figure who really existed, and the
questions raised by critical tradition concern the origin and relationships
between the various sources that recount his life.

1. Tbe Primary of Philohg.
The Franciscan Question is closely associated with identification of

the material, the so-called florilegium, that accompanied the letter (if
autlrentic) sent from Greccio, August ll, 1246, by Leo, Angelo and Rufino
to the general minister of the Order, Crescentius of Iesi. This material had
been gathered by the three companions after the decision made by the
general chapter of Genoa in 1244 to put together a new biography of
Francis. The Franciscan Question also deals with the relationships berween
the various legends of the saint, official and unofficial, and their
chronological and historical place. Many of these hagiographic texts seem to
depend, direcdy or indirectly, on that material, which was supposed to
contain not only the testimony of the three companions, but also that of
other brothers who had known Francis personally: Philip, Illuminato,
Masseo, Giles and Bernard (these last two through the words of a certain
John, otherwise unidentified).

It is impossible here to revisit every meander and tributary of the
endless work of Franciscan criticism, which began in 1893 with Paul
Sabatier's publication of the Etade critique des sources, a 96-prge introduction
to his Vie de saint Frangois d'Assise. From there it soon gained new vigor in
1898 with the printing, again thanks to Sabatier, of the Mirror of Perfeaion,
which the editor presented as the earliest biography of Francis, written by
Brother Leo.

We are reminded, at any rate, that the basic problem of
methodological approaches to the Franciscan Question, insofar as it is a

'The "Eastern Question" refers to all the problems, beginning in the
nineteenth centur/r that resulted from the decay of the Ottoman Empire and the
consequent need to give a new political stmcture to the territories in Europe, Africa
and fuia that still belonged to it.

'The "Biblical Question" refers to "all the problems that arose in the last
century in an attempt to compare the data provided by the growth of the positive
sciences and by the new archeological discoveries with the data of the Bible." Thus
Raurell 1988, p. 185.
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subject of historical debate, was tackled more than once, on various
occasions and in different settings. The results of these discussions have led
to the common conviction that the Franciscan Question is at once a
philological, literary and historical question. For this reason, rhe most
sophisticated tools available to philological, literary and historical criticism
today should be used. Granted, it may be hard to distinguish clearly between
philology in a general sense and literary criticism, since the latter
presupposes the former, and the former entails evaluation and
interpretation-in a word, criticism. Yet despite this, we should also stress
that there is an obligatory methodological principle: the priority of
philology in the strict sense. Ffere philology refers to an editing process
whose goal is to reconstruct the texts free of all errors caused by
transmission, in other words, in a form as close as possible to what the
authors intended. But the technique also requires knowledge of each stage in
the history of these texts. We need to understand how and in what contexts
they originated, were transmitted and reached us. We need to know in what
circles they were accepted and propagated, what interventions and
deformations (from textual to ideological) they suffered, whar degree of
authenticity and reliability they were able to preserve in each case, what
stage of the author's intentions they represent, seeing that we sometimes
have several versions of the same text. The philological approach is thus a
preliminary and prior condition, the premise and point of departure for all
other literary or historical criticism. To avoid possible ambiguity and
misunderstanding, let it be said that this statement does not mean that the
Franciscan Question is only a philological problem; we wish only to restate a

principle of method. Even though it is practically self-evident, it seems to
have eluded quite a few of the many students and scholars of the Franciscan
sources-even recently (for example, Accrocca 1994, p. 348). fu Joseph
B6dier has written:

[P]hilology is not everything; it is neither the main thing nor the most
important thing in criticism; it is not even its accessory; it is simply its
condition. Indeed, more than the learning of certain methods and certain
techniques, it presupposes a general discipline of work, an intellectual
habit, rn esprit. Essentially, it is a determination to observe before making
conjectures, to observe before drawing conclusions, to observe before
constructing theories. It is a commitment to test everything that can be
tested, to look constandy for more truth, keeping in mind...that there are
no lesser truths, no insignificant truths, no unimportant truths (B6dier
1903, p.ix).

The philological problem, then, is basic and central to every kind of
interpretation. The Franciscan Question, it is true, is a historical

3
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problem. It is the result of an increasingly fuller knowledge of Francis and
his companions, of his conversion, of his program and experience, of how he
"was interpreted by later authors and compilers," of why "some sources
wanted to stress particular aspects of his life and how this choice was closely
linked to the moment in history when the source was compiled" (P6sztor
1993, p. 34), of a deeper study of the growth and history of the Order. But,
equally true, it is the tools of philology that must establish and build as

strong a foundation as possible, which is indispensable, and where
historians, students of hagiography and literary critics must apply their
measuring sticks. It goes without saylng that, before we try to identiS,
relationships between the different biographies, we must critically establish
the text of each one and also examine their formation, unity and identity.
Only after we have carried out these two operations can we try to establish
and discuss a hierarchy of sources on the basis of their historical reliability.
To reach the "historical," or better, the "true" Francis is a historiographic
problem of great importance, especially from the standpoint of
methodology. But again the sheer number of hermeneutic efforts,
characterized by a variety of more or less current ideological
presuppositions, does not allow us to summarize the results here.

Nevertheless it is worth pointing out that it was Sabatier who first
raised the question, in a coherent way, of the authority and consequent
historical value of the biographical sources. FIe was convinced that by
comparing some of them-those from the tradition of the companions (the
Legend of the Three Companions and the Mirror of Perfection in partrcular)-
with the writings of Francis, one could detect the saint's "true" face and the
"truth" of early Franciscan events. It was on the basis of this certainty that
he wrote his Vie de saint Frangois d,'Assise, glvrng rise, as we said, to the
Franciscan Question. It was a certainty that seems in the end to have

enclosed the question-as Raoul Manselli said many times-in "a magic
circle" (Manselli 1971, p. 28, and 1974b, p. 69). Although this image has

enjoyed considerable acceptance among historians, the fact is that its
inventor described it as a "humorous image." I confess that I fail to see how
it fully pertains either to the method or results of the French historian's
work. Indeed, I do not see a deeper study of the sources or the figure of
Francis, which those sources transmit, as a circular process (where, as a rule,
the point of departure coincides with the point of arrival). I see in this
process only a web of philological and historical concerns, very intricate and

hard to unravel, as shown by more than a hundred years of sometimes
heated debate.
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2. Raoul Manselli's We Who Were with Hint.

Carlo Dolcini recently wrote:

"The search for the 'historical' Francis has become as difficult as the search

for the 'historical'Jesus" (Elm 1987, p. 53). These words of Elm seem the
most appropriate to describe the magnitude of a praiseworthy and fragile
attempt by Raoul Manselli, all alone, to use the method of Form.gescbicbte in
the labyrinth of the Liaes rndLegends of Francis (Dolcini 1994, p. 15).

Dolcini is referring to We Who Were with Him, significantly
subtided A Contribution to the Franciscan Qaestion (Manselli 1980r). It should
be said at once that Manselli's book represents one of the most imaginative
attempts since the Second World War to tackle the Franciscan Question,
agreements or disagreements notwithstanding. On the one hand, there is its
choice of applied method; on the other, the effort spent seeking the
truthfulness of the sources, and thus the "historical" Francis. It is for this
reason that We Who Were with Hinr. demands careful consideration once
again.

Manselli began his task convinced that Sabatier's approach (the

famous "magic circle"), followed by many, had proven to be completely
inadequate-methodology included-in resolving the Franciscan Question.
It tended to "look for the earliest source or sources from which-in various
ways, with genealogies and more or less complicated relationships-the
other sources we still have supposedly came" (Ibid., pp. 5-6). After stating,
without discussion, four presuppositions "that now seem to be generally
accepted" (Ibid., p. 6),' Manselli explains the methodology used, that of
Forrugescbichte.It had already been used to study the synoptic Gospels, and

'These are the four presuppositions: "First of all, we must remember that
all the sources for Francis-*hether they have a single known author or circulate
anonyrnously under various tides-are composite texts, with different purposes and
modihcations in style and form. They represent the reworking of written and oral
material that was obtained, in a way to be determined, by the person who then
compiled it.... Second, we should stress the crucial importance of the lost circular
lettei of Crescentius of Iesi, with its request for supplementary material to compile a

new biography of Francis.... [Third], Thomas of Celano's Second Ltft, which dates

from arouid t247, shows its composite nature much more than his earlier work.
This despite the fact that the author's unquestionable literary skill succeeds in hiding-
as much-as possible the fact that he has used a variety of material, as he himself
admits.... Fourth, among the findings on which there is general agreement, we think
it is appropriate to emphasize the above-mentioned letter of the three companions.
The manuscript tradition lin[s this text to a source, the Legend of the Three

Companions; but it is still an open question whether or not the letter is an integral
part of it" (Manselli 1980b, pp. 6-9).

5
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Sophronius Clasen had suggested it for the study of the Franciscan sources.
Manselli would attempt to identiiz each one's Sitz im Leben, "that is, their
place within the account and in the internal logic of the account itself'
(Ibid., p. 55), as well as the historical and cultural context or, in this case, the
particular moment in the history of the Order when they originated.

Having freed himself of more strictly philological concerns-
challenges that had been fully accepted and faced, first by Samuel Cavallin
(195+) and then by Th6ophile Desbonnets (1967), leading to the
establishment of a genealo W of the early biographies of Francis-Manselli
applied the method of the history of forms. He did a comparative analysis of
narrative passages in Thomas of Celano's Second Life, the Assisi Corupilation
and the Mirror of Perfection, and in parallel texts such as Lemmens's Mirror
and MS Little. These passages either contain the phrase We who were with
bim, taken to be an authoritative sign of truthfulness, or in some way report
the direct and personal testimony of one or more persons, also taken as

sufficient in itself to guarantee the historical authenticity of the episodes to
which it refers.* Manselli examines his selected passages minutely and with a

*Here is a detailed oudine of the episodes analyzed and the sources that
contain them:*We' AC

I
II
m
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
Ix
x
XI
XII
XIII
xrv
XV
XW
XVII
txurl
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t4
50
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r5l
199-200
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9
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master's skill. He shows, from a literary viewpoint (note well, not from the
viewpoint of textual criticism), that some passages contained in the Assisi

Cornpilation aind the Mirror of Perfection go back to texts used in the Second

Lrft bV Thomas of Celano, who often develops and adapts them; therefore
the authors of the Corupilation and the fuIirror transmit a version more
faithful to the source than is Thomas of Celano's. From this Manselli was

able to say conclusively that "the passages are extremely important since

they relate incidents and events from the life of Francis; as historical
testimony, they possess a truthfulness that could scarcely be more certain"
(Manselli 1980b, p. 25$. They constitute "evidence that is unambiguous
and, at the same time, crucial for a historical understanding of Francis"
(Ibid., p. 181). Those who were with him are said to be presenting "their
Francis, based on their real-life experience and comparing their ideas" (Ibid.,
p.252), in a context that, no matter how "multi-faceted" (Ibid., p.253),leads
to an image that does not "in any way diminish, or even worse, deform the
figure of Francis" (Ibid., p.259).

These, in very summary fashion, are the methods and results of
Manselli's book. They are the fruit of long reflection and, along with
another important work, his biography St. Francis of Assisi, the end of an

intense and very productive season of Franciscan studies that, unfortunately,
was suddenly cut short. I have already expressed elsewhere certain
reservations about the general methodology proposed in We Who Were with
Hint. (Menestb 1988, pp. 56-59). But I think a few other observations are in
order. Has Manselli's book-as some have said and continue to repeat-
really resolved the Franciscan Question? I do not think so. In my opinion it
has only made it bigger, enriching it with a contribution that is extremely
valuable but not decisive.

First the method. fu an investigative tool of literary criticism,
Forrugeschichte is on a par with structuralism, formalism (which is accredited,

unlike the psychological or sociological interpretation of a piece of
literature), semiotics and even q/rnbolism. In the area of literary criticism,
applied analyses are not juxtaposed like stamps or coins in a collection.
Often, the different approaches Lre related and overlap, making their
autonomy less clear and the limits of their application, theoretical or
practical, less distinct. Forrugeschichte tries to identifii, within a group of
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composite texts (such as the Franciscan sources), literary themes and
patterns, the superposition, possible fragmentation and interdependence of
certain passages that have a "precisely defined formal aspect.,, Tlrus it is easy
to imagine that it may end up favoring a non-historical moment (or worse
yet, one that is also non-valuational) or a system of formal relationships, of
structures and signs that may appear at.any time. But it must be said that
Manselli has avoided this danger. "Prejudicially opposed to any kind of
'structuraljst' approach, since he left open the questitn of the reiationship
berween the passages and the residual part" (Capitani lgg3, p. 13a) of the
sources examined, Manselli never lost sight of the historical nature of the
texts, the fact of their historical concreteness, the ideology and mentality
they convey and express. In his analysis-as he himsetiramits-he had
recourse to "a series of clarifications-texrual, historical, chronological,
stylistic-all of which should lead us to evenrually identifiz, from ,*or,[ the
passages compared, tfose that are more trustworthy from a historical and
philological point of yiew" (Manselli lg}Ob,p. 57).

Manselli determined that the formula *We who were with him,, is
not "merely a rhetorical ornament, a t0p0s with no historical value.... ffie
should note that these episodes are always situated in a specific concrete
narrative" (Ibid., p. 238) and are not forgeries. Through his use of
lormgucbichte he tried to find a new way to resolve the gieat difficulties

laced by criticism in its study of the "stratifications,, of certain sources (a
fundamental part of the Franciscan Question). The results of this study led
him to observe two essential facts:

The first is that this formula is never used in a robotic or mechanical way
but is always situated in a context, where sometimes it plays an essential and
decisive role and sometimes it serves to clariir something once and for all.
On the other hand, the recurrence of such expressions-either the same or
with slight modifications-excludes literary artifice. This leads us to
conclude that what we have is a situation, quite frequent and not unknown
to critics and philologists, where a person or group of persons chooses a set
of expressions. Every so often they repeat these, word for word, depending
on circumstances, as the occasion presents itself (Ibid ., p. Z4T).

These findings and conclusions are absolutely invaluable, but they
are not conclusive. Let me explain. Should not recourse to a series of textual
clarifications have involved, as a first step, full knowledge of the entire
manuscript tradition of the texts examined? Should not the fact that he

1o1ed the repetition of passages that were the same or slightly modified have
led him to investigate-precisely because it is a repetiti,on-the history of
the composition of these passages and the *ry ,rrd manner in which they
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were transmitted? Should he not have done this first, in other words, before
deciding whether this repetition was not due to "literary artifice"? Before
any kind of critical approach, do we not need to know the genesis, the
process of elaboration through which a text or a part of it came to exist in
one or more versions? These are the knotty problems that should have been
resolved first, and they are exquisitely philological in nature. IJnless they are

resolved, any other heremeneutic begins from a position of uncertainty. The
chronology and methods of investigation cannot be reversed or anticipated.
There must always be a first act, which consists in an attempt to reconstruct,
as faithfully as possible, the text of one or (in this case) several works in the
final form intended by the authors. Next comes an investigation to
eventually determine whether they are interconnected and what textual
features (errors, variants) would allow us to join or separate them. Manselli
seems to reject this first step, or at least the second half of it:

Desbonnets, aware of the chance to escape from Sabatier's methodological
approach, claims he can resolve "the genealogy of the primitive biographies
of St. Francis" through philological comparison of the texts, which he

thinks is more objective than any other research technique. We admit that
this technique of transmission of. groapes aariants may be usefirl and perhaps

provide answers in the case of texts such as the Graduale Romanum.. But we

are very ptzzled when the texts are biographies of Francis, whose

genealogies cannot be resolved merely on the basis of texnral comparison.

We need only think of the many chances someone might have had to
intervene and change the groups for any number of reasons (Ibid., p. 15,

note 7).

Later he says (although in a different context): "The critical
question is no longer that of knowing whether or not these texts a;re

interpolations or alterations" (Ibid., p.49).I will return to the application of
Froger's method of groupes aariants in the recension phase, and to the fact

thar the manuscript tradition of the Franciscan sources seems to show a
horizontal development, due to probable contaminations and the constant

entrance of the oral tradition. For now I would like to dwell on the last part

of this long quotation and Manselli's later statements.

We cannot establish family relationships among the different
biographies of Francis based on textual comparison, says Manselli, thus

clearly and decisively eliminating at least one element of Sabatier's

approach. The reason is that something may have intervened to change the

grioprt aariants, meaning there was a stage in the tradition subsequent to the

original readings. Firm in this conviction, Manselli set out on the oath of
Forungeschicbte, bypassing the arguments of textual criticism. And it is

9
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precisely here, in this conviction of his (which in any case has to be proven),
which I think I can detect the weakest point in the way he tried to confront
and resolve the entire Franciscan Question. In the history of the
transmission of a text (which implies particular places, times, occasions etc.),
there may exist two types of tradition. In the one, characterized by the mere
mechanical act of reproducing the exemplar, new errors and variants are
entirely accidental (passive tradition). In the other, the copyist feels
authorized to intervene to correct real or assumed errors in the t&t, to cut
or add parts, to essenrially modifz it or at times rework it (active tradition).
This phenomenon has been proven and extensively studied by textual
criticism (for example Virvarc 1970, p. 86). In the first case, genealogical
reconstruction of the archetype is easy and possible; in the second, it appears
more complicated (because of the innovations introduced), but it is ceitainly
not impossible. The impossibiliry of restoring the original reading cannot be
established a priorl without first pursuing completely all the stages of the
recension. These constitute the first and essential evidence for recognizing
whether a tradition is vertical or horizontal, and whether or nor itlan be
reconstructed with the tools of genealogy. Indeed, classification of the
tradition makes it possible to determlne-starting with the highest
branches-the chronological sequence of those innovations. Then, with the
help of other techniques, we may even be able to explain the reasons of
language, style, ideology and content that gave rise to them. I mention all
this because it is not true-as Mantelli implicitly seems to believe-that
variants due to transmission (modifications of the grxapes aariants) can
prevent us from restoring the Franciscan sources to their original textual
integrity and establishing among them-as Manselli himself explicitly says-
plausible family relationships. The only condition I can see, in theory and in
practice, that would force us to give up genealogical reconstruction of the
archetype of the different sources is if the tradition of each one shows
obvious signs of contamination from the highest branches down. Only then
would we have to stop trylng to identifi. relationships of dependence or
interdependence among the sources. But as far as I know, no one has
completely verified and shown this condition so far. Ffow, then, can it be
said that "the critical question is no longer that of knowing whether or not
these texts are interpolations or alterations"? On the contrary, this is and
remains one of the basic philological problems in the entire question.
Another thought. Is not the fact that an original reading may have or
actually did undergo modifications, established only in the presence of the
original reading itselP Without this reading-the only basis for
comparison-any other judgment is purely hypothetical, not only within the
field of philology in the strict sense, but even outside it, in the application of
various critical approaches.
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3. Sorue Positiue Acbieaeruents.

fuide from questions of textual criticism, the fact remains that
Manselli's We Wbo Were with Him must be credited with several positive
achievements, undoubtedly important.

First of all, among the so-called unofficial biographies or
collections, he has distinguished between sources that are systematically
arranged (in other words, they are formally complete and have a pre-
established organic ,rity) and sources that are not systematically arranged
(their structure and narrative development lack uniry). Belonging to the first
group are the Anonymoas of Perugia and the Legend of the Three Companions,
in which the account is chronological; the Mirror of Perfection, which
describes itself not as a biography of Francis, but as the "mirror of a lesser
brother," a suggested model of life and holiness for the perfect Franciscan
brother; and, finally, the Deeds of Saint Francis and His Companions, 

^compendium of remarkable incidents from the life of Francis and his
companions, which lacks chronological order and whose narrative
development is episodic and sometimes fragmentary. In the second group
are the Assisi Compilation, the smaller (Lemmens) version of the Mirror and
MS Little, three collections "for private and personal use" (Manselli 1980b,
p. 33), in other words, made for merely personal reasons.

Another of Manselli's achievements is to have shown-but, once
again, not on the basis of the history of their transmission-that the episodes
have no autonomous tradition. In other words, they are not the work of
individual authors or compilers, but they all depend on the testimonies
received by Crescentius of Iesi. He has also shown that their passage "from
one source to another is accompanied by , change in the meaning and
importance of the accourrt, prorriding piecious information on how the
image of the founder changes in the later sources" (P6sztor 1990, p. 171).
Manselli's detailed and meticulous analysis of the episodes allowed him to
establish "certain incontrovertible points," which are as follows:

l) none of the passages in question are found in Thomas of Celano's First
Lrfr;2) none appear in the so-called Legend of the Tltree Companiozs or in the
Anonym.ous of Perugia; 3) many of these passage, as we will show in our
analysis, are found in Thomas of Celano's Second Lrft; I all of these
passages, except one, are found in the Mirror of Perfectioz; 5) this single
passage is found in isolation in MS Little, but it is also present in the Second

Lrfr; 6) the other three testimonies are found in the Second Life and in the
Mirror of Perfectioz, while rhe Legend of Perugia contains only two of them,
the ones we have called multiple (Manselli 1980b, p. 56).
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The third of Manselli's achievements is that he wenr beyond
Sabatier's classification of sources as being either from the community or
from Brother Leo. Thus he removed the opposition between Community
and Spirituals, which was automatically but incorrectly anticipated in the
mid-thirteenth century. He abandoned the prejudice, also dating back to
Sabatier, that the ofEcial legends, because they were official, were clearly
opposed to the unofficial legends. In his attempt to establish the truthfulness
of each source, he regarded it as the expression of a particular person
(whether Thomas of Celano or the compiler of the Mirror of Perfection).
Ovidio Capitani has called this the "ambivalence" of his task (Capitani lgg3,
p. 365). I do not intend to discuss Manselli's conclusions on this last point,
but they seem to indicate that he regards the "We' episodes as occupying an
absolutely privileged position in the hierarchy of Franciscan sources. The
following words of Giovanni Miccoli can serve in this regard:

[I] cannot agree with him that, just because they consider their account to
be a uniquely privileged moment, these episodes ,,as historical
testimony...possess a truthfulness that could scarcely be more certain.,, Nor
can I share his conviction that this is "evidence that is unambiguous and, at
the same time, crucial for a historical understanding of Francis." Not only
because some of these episodes have a clear tendency to rwist the facts
narrated and interpret them in miraculous terms, thus reflecting a growing
devotion and cult around the figure of Francis; but also they show the
distortions that such growth had quite naturally introduced into the
memory of the eyewitnesses themselves. Considerably greater and more
profound are the distortions and alterations these episodes present with
regard to the life and message of Francis (Miccoli 1991, pp.229-30).

In short, after many decades of impassioned debate, Manselli's book
caused a powerful change in direction in the Franciscan Question, which
seemed to have "reached a stalemate" (Pellegrini 1988b, p. 226). He
embarked on a new pafr, convinced that in this way he could avoid all those
obstacles that had made the old and traditional way impassable. But this did
not happen. Aside from its six "incontrovertible poinis" and the value of
some of its arguments, which is beyond question, the basic problems have
remained the same as always, more or less unchanged. Proof of this is the
fact that, ten years after the publication of We Vf/ho Were aith Him, Claudio
Leonardi was almost constrained (I would say) to conclude a very interesting
and profitable symposium ("Gli studi francescani dal dopoguerra ad oggi"
Florence, 1990) with these words:

Of course all the problems of methodology remain, and th"y are
complicated. They are philological and sociological problems. It has been
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said that we must go beyond hagiography to geography; but then we find
we are being asked to go beyond geography to hagiography.The n,rro terms
cannot be eliminated. Sociology and philology are very useful, provided
they are joined with historical awareness. But this is just what we have been
constandy talking about. I do not know if we have always asked the right
questions and gotten good answers. In any case, I think I can say that some
pertinent questions have been formulated in the papers and, perhaps even
more, in the discussions. At any rate the symposium, perhaps with much
exigence, has urged everyone to develop a greater historical awareness

(Leonardi 1993b, p. a00).

It is clear, then, thrt Formgescbichte alone cannot resolve all the
knotty problems associated with the Franciscan Question. This method,
which complements others, cannot be used without first answering-or else

stating, on the basis of certain proof, that it simply cannot be answered-
what is still the primary question: Is there really an original source, and what
are the sources that may possibly depend on it? All that remains now is to
try to frame the entire question in a way that is methodologically correct,
taking into account the principles of textual criticism and some recent
achievements in tlris area that may be listed as definitive.

4. An Inaitation to Lachmann.

Among the biographical sources for Francis of fusisi that date from
the thirteenth century and the beginning of the fourteenth, some share, to a
greater or less extent, entire sections or groups of chapters. There is reason

to believe that these textual fragments were part of the testimonies sent by
Leo, Angelo and Rufino in L246 tq the minister general, Crescentius of Iesi,

who gave them to Thomas of Celano to rewrite the life of Francis. But in
most cases these sources have modified the original testimonies, adapting
them to a particular context. Given this situation, is it possible-once those

homogeneous layers (generally introduced by the testimonial formula "We
who were with him") have been certainly identified-to determine which
source has remained more faithful to the exemplar? And is it also possible to
identi$, the way in which those sections were transmitted and spread and so

determine the chronology of the texts that contain them? Finally, is it
possible to reconstruct the text of the primary source and describe potential
family relationships, either among the different sources, or between them
and their model?

No one can fail to notice that these questions reflect something of
Sabatier's heritage (too often demonized in some of its expressions). But his

desire to search for the Jlorilegiunr. of 1246 derived chiefly from his
conviction that it contained the most authoritative, trustworthy and "true"
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source for understanding the historical Francis. But here our primary
concern is to determine whether these questions can be answered using only
the tools of textual criticism, especially the method that is still more o. l.s,
correctly associated with the name of Karl Lachmann. In this method, the
first and essential stage is recension, that is, the systematic arrangement of a
work's tradition in order to restore the text of its archetype (including
errors, which are to be corrected at a later stage). But this operation involvei
risks. If we are to do a genealogical reconstruction of each individual source,
transmission must have taken plr.. vertically: original, archetype, copy of
the archeqrye, copy of the copy. But when it has taken place hortontaily, in
other words, when one or more witnesses from a particular family have used
witnesses from other families, reconstruction is all but impossible. The only
hope would be if the contamination occurred in the lower branches of the
transmission. But if it affects the higher branches, little can be done as far as
recension is concerned.

In these terms, what does the uadition of the Franciscan sources
look like? Is it a mechanical tradition or a contaminated tradition? The
answer can be given only after careful examination of all the witnesses for
each individual source. Still, using the existing editions (which are not
always critically based) and their respective apparatas criticas, it would seem
we might be able to use the theory of genealogy without risk. Indeed, the
fact that these editions almost never contain 

^ 
sternn a codiru.nr. and the

indispensable prolegontena is not because the traditions are contaminated; it
is simply because editorial practice was less than perfect. The first stages of
transmissions should, as a rule, be free of contamination. The closer we are
to the original, the fewer copies of a work are in circulation, and the fewer
chances there are that the transcription was collated on one or more
manuscripts from different traditions. Based on the considerable editorial
work done by Michael Bihl over half a cenrury ago, which is still reliable, we
can conclude with some degree of certainry that it is perfectly possible to use
Lachmann's criteria for the so-called official legends by Thomas of Celano
and Bonaventure of Bagnoregio. These criteria are: l) the tradition must
begin from an archetype that can be reconstructed with certainty, even
though it has or may have errors; 2) the text must be transmitted without
contamination; 3) family relationships among the various texts must be
established solely on the basis of the principal errors; 4) any genesis that is
not from a single original text is to be excluded.

The situation of the unofficial sources, those associated in some way
with the first companions, is a bit different. Reconstruction of the texts of
the Anonymoas of Peragia, the Assisi Compilntion and Lemmens's Mirror
should not present, at least in theorlz, any particular problems since these
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works are transmitted by a single witness. It is not as easy for an editor to
reconstruct the text of the Legend of the Tltree Companionr, the larger version
of the Mirror of Perfection and the Deeds of Saint Francis and His Corupanions.

First of all, besides the direct tradition, there is a flourishing indirect
tradition. Secondly, at least for the Legend of the Tbree Companiozs, but
perhaps also for the Deed4 there are two versions. But textual criticism
makes ample provision for such things, and so they are easily dealt with, at

least in theory. Once again I am led to believe that it is only editors and their
limited knowledge of the essential technical tools that have prevented things
from going as they should have gone. For a host of reasons (not the least of
which is an unwarranted concern about grammatical, qmtactic, phonetic and

graphic standardization), the established texts of these last six works cannot
really be calIed satisfactory and certain. Let us take, for example, the cases of
the Legend of tbe Tbree Corupanions and the Deeds of Saint Francis.

5. Two Investigations Compared: The Legend of the Three Companions

and the Deeds of Saint Francis.

For the Legend of the Three Companiont we have the critical text

established by Desbonnets (197+). The collation of eighteen of the twenty-

one known witnesses enabled the editor to prove the existence, already

known, of two versions. Desbonnets writes:

[The two versions] are almost identical in substance, but the textual variants

that distinguish them cannot be explained simply by the intervention of
later copyists. At the origin of at least one of these versions, or probably

eren both of them, we must posit the work of a revisor who is conscious of
the modifications he brings to the text (Ibid., p. 4l).

In this case, since it seems certain that the variants are due to

transmission and not the author, and since the rwo sub-archetFpes that gave

rise to the two versions are perfectly characterized and equal in genealogical

rank, it is impossible to determine which of the two is the original version'

Nor does the fact that one version is transmitted by only three witnesses, the

other by nineteen (divided into two families) carry any weight. In this

situation of uncertainty Desbonnets chose what seemed best to him and

restored the text of the so-called traditional version, the one transmitted by

nineteen manuscripts. He felt it necessary, however, to present the apparatus

criticas in two pritt, recording in the first the readings rejected by the

reconstructed version, and in the second some variants proper to the other

version. We would have no reason to object had the method used to

establish family relationships among the different manuscrips been that of
significant errors (which means they are monogenetic and impossible for the
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copyist to correct by conjecture), in the rwo functions of conjunction and
separation. In fact, no concordance or coincidence of error-free passages can
establish conjunctions and entire families of witnesses. But Desbonnets
followed a different procedure, that of grnupes aariants as described by
Jacques Froger (1970).

Closely linked to the method theorized by Henri Quentin (1926),
Froger's method consists in first establishing the chain of manuscripts and
then looking for their orientation. However the process is not based on
comparing witnesses three at a time, as proposed by Quentin, but on
"groups" to be analyzed using the theory of groups. The limitations and
drawbacks of such a method are all too obvious. By taking as the initial step
in the process the simple observation that the readings differ, it causes
genuine and erroneous readings to find their way into the all-inclusive
category of variants. It also overlooks the possibility that the errors and
variants may be polygenetic in origin, seeing it has been shown that two or
more witnesses from different families may share many individual readings
and errors created independently in each witness. Construction of family
relationships on this basis is entirely arbitrary.

There are two editions of the Deeds. The first is by Sabatier (1902);
the second, by Cambell, was published posthumously by Bigaroni and
Boccali (Cambell 1988). Sabatier used only rwo witnesses for his edition,
even though he knew of rwenty-two. Cambell based himself on essentially
four codices. What guarantees do these reconstructions offer? Sabatier
immediately admitted, quite honestly, that his philological work was
provisional. Cambell expressly stated:

It was Pagnani who asked me for a new edition of the Deeds.I began the
task, a stressfrrl job of transcribing texts from the first and second family.
Having done that, I was forced to conclude that all this material was

imperfect: the second family for its content, the first for its clarity of
expression. Thus I had to use them both in drafting the text. With regard
to variants, the third family was taken into account inasmuch as it had a

certain interest (Ibid., p. l2).

The words speak for themselves. Criticism of the text is something
else. By way of partial justification of Cambell (and also Sabatier) it must be
said that the manuscript tradition of the Deeds is very complicated; there
may be trvo versions. AIl the direct and indirect testimonies are so

incoherent and intermittent that they challenge the editorial skill of even the
most trained philologist. Lacking a complete and rigorous recension of all
the witnesses, all we can say for now-within limits, of course-about the
arrangement and survival or absence of different narrative structures is that
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the tradition seems to point to three branches. The first branch is
represented by a single witness that apparently transmits two versions; the
second by rwo manuscripts; the third by sixteen witnesses. fusociated with
each branch are important compilations, which (as we know) are named
either after the manuscript that contains them or their discoverer. These
collections constitute an extraordinary indirect tradition. In the Deedl the
narrative is episodic and develops, not organicafly, but by means of
individual "flowers," excerpts, anecdotes and edi$ring examples. Thus the
work is described as a collection. For the same reason, because it is so

extensive, the manuscript tradition is confused and non-homogeneous. It
was transmitted in separate sections, either for devotional reasons or because
of probable corruptions. Despite this lack of order, we can distinguish three
stages, obviously later than the original or the archetype (if there was one).
In the first stage, the material was arranged in no particular order (first
branch); in the second, there was an attempt to organize it (second and third
branch); in the third, it was mixed and combined with other sources
(compilations) (Menestb 199 5, pp. 2057 -61).

The situations of the Legend of the Three Cornpanions and the Deeds

are objectively complicated. But, following the lead of Giorgio Pasquali, we
should remember that determination of where the manuscripts originated
and were disseminated can be very helpful in such cases. To transfer this so-
called geographic method (which has already been successfully tried in
linguistics) to textual criticism offers notable advantages in the recension
stage. It might allow us to identifiz isolated areas, where the original reading
is probably less corrupt, as well as the central areas of propagation, as a rule
the most innovative.

If we are to draw lines of geographical distribution (which ma/r
within certain limits, interfere and superimpose themselves on the family
distribution of the witnesses), two operations will be required. First, we must
establish the place of origin of the codices we have. These are the pieces of
the tradition, the relics that escaped shipwreck. Second, we must integrate
these surviving pieces with other information in a wly that will enable us to
rise to the lost upper layers and concretely discern the historical traces of the
process of dissemination. Knowledge of the geographical location of the
witnesses and the regions of their dissemination is very useful, especially
when the tradition is active and the copyist or copyists are less respectful of
the exemplar. But despite the fruitfuI use of these tools to reconstruct the
history of the transmission of a text, some situations are still very
complicated. In fact, we can even lose sight of the goal of editing, which is to
obtain a text as close as possible to the original using the tools of textual
criticism. In the case of the Deedl for example, we constantly find ourselves
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caught berween what seems like an earlier 1sgsn5i6n-so distorted that it is
often hard to understand-and various reworkings, adaptations,
interruptions and changes of whole sections of the text that end up changing
the original meaning. But, lre repeat, such situations are not enough to drive
us to wholesale skepticism regarding the legitimacy of the first recension
and the later emendation. We cannot arrive at the (more or less assumed)
image of the original without having done all the preliminary work we have
been trylng to describe here. If we avoid this task, we end up arguing on the
basis of texts that are not at all certainr perhaps having recourse to other
critical interpretations.that are, and must be, methodologically later. In this
waywe risk adding confusion to confusion.

6. An Oaentiew.

To critically establish the texts of all the Franciscan sources: this, as

we said at the beginning, is the first and essential task. Only with reliable
texts will we be able to try to answer the age-old questions raised earlier. But
once we have these critical texts that are certain, how shall our research
proceed? Here are some considerations that reflect convictions acquired in
this area and are thus a base from which to begin:

a) none of the sources can be identified with the florilegium of
1246 (whose essential nature and arrangement we know
about only from the accompanylng letter of Leo, Angelo
and Rufino, granting-I repeat-that it is authentic), even
though all of them apparently depend on it, directly or
indirectly;

b) in the sources we can distinguish homogeneous layers
(parallel passages) of tradition that descend from the

Jlorilegiant;

c) among the first to use the florilegiurn w^s Thomas of
Celano in writing the Second Life or the Rernentbrance of the

Desire of a Soul, finished in 1247 (this is one of the certain
points and a securely established piece of chronology in the
whole question);

d) "all the sources for Francis-whether they have a single
known author or circulate anonl.mously under various
tides-are composite texts, with different purposes and
modifications in sgle and form. They represent the
reworking of written and oral material that was obtained, in
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a way to be determined, by the person who later compiled
it" (Manselli 1980&, pp. 6-7).

Given these certainties, our first and basic task as philologists, in my
opinion, is to do an overall collation of all these layers, which must be
critically established first. The discovery of variations between layers will
lead us to differentiate between versionsl each layer will have its distinctive
readings. Identification of a particular tradition or version is essentially a

question of relationships and thus can come only from a comparative
examination of all common passages. In such a comparison, amplifications
are a sure sign of a text that is later than one that is more concise. This is a
Rule compilers must have found hard to avoid. At any rate, it is obvious that
this rule, which evidence shows to be a general tendency, cannot be assumed
to be valid in every individual case. Its usefulness depends, in each case, on
the consistency of the phenomenon and the overall configuration of the
tradition. There is also a real danger that when we use this approach we will
cite as proof that which we are trying to prove. The detection of internal
variants that are editorial in nature cannot be the only, much less the true,
basis of classification. Rather it must confirm and correspond to a real
classification of texts, based on other elements.

But what are these "other elements" we must use? They are the
usual ones: errors, lacunae, transpositions, in short, all the copying mistakes
characteristic of the scribal tradition. So then, we are at the crux. How do we
distinguish, within the homogeneous layers of transmission, the work of
copying from the work of adaptation? Or, to put it more precisely and

directly: what constitutes an error (of conjunction or separation) in a

tradition that is above all given to adaptation, where we meet changes at
every step of the way and where the compiler's main rule seems to be that
readings may be interchanged? Again I think the answer is the one required
by the neo-Lachmannian method: anything (monogenetic in origin) that
renders the text meaningless or represents a corruption of context. Certainly
in a situation like the one suggested earlier, identification of the major errors
will be very hard. Nor must \ /e expect much help from the criterion of the
leaio dfficilior, since we may decide that the lectio focilior is an unconscious
clich6 and thus erroneous. In reality, the latter may have been consciously
and freely chosen by an adapter. A very strong tendency to adapt the text
can easily prevent the transmitted error from being accepted; another
reading is inserted in its place, the product of an innovative copyist's free

choice. The difficulty of identifi.ing common errors is thus rea[. But again, it
is up to trial and error to prove that which theory suggests.
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7. A Case in Point: "Finiatu"
Elsewhere (Menestd 1993, pp. 263-64) and for different reasons I

discussed- a passage in the Assisi Compilation [100). It is also transmitted,
more or less identically, in Sabatier,s Mirror of perfection [1221, Lemmens,s
Mirror [5], MS Linle ll4g), the Venice Compilation [part-tl, il and by the
Uppsala Compilation [45]. This is the p"r.rg",

Another time during those days, a doctor from the city of Avezzo, named
Good John, who was known and familiar to blessed Francis, came to visit
him in the bishop's palace. Blessed Francis asked about his sickness saying:
"FIow does my illness of dropsy seem to you, Finiatu?,,

For blessed Francis did not want to address anyone called ,Good' by their
name, out of reverence for the Lord, who said: ,,No one is good but God
alone."5

"Finiatu" is undoubtedly an incorrect reading. Nor is it very hard to
restore the correct reading, namely, the vocative 

-,,frater 
Johannes,,l the

conjecture is based on the context itself. .For blessed Francis did not want
to address anyone called 'Good' by their name, out of reverence for the
Lord, who said: No one is good but God alone.,, Thus, not Good John, but
simply BrotherJot*.The corrupt "finiatu', is also very easy to explain from
a paleographic standpoint. Fin certainly comes from the miiinterpretation of
a probablefrwith abbreviation signs (in other words,frater);theiecond part
iatu. seems to come from an obviously incorrect reading of the abbreviation
for Johanni (an already corrupr reading for Jobannes), perhaps Jobi with an
abbreviation sign. Two abbreviated words, written tt.*i to eaih-other in the
exemplar and not very intelligible, have become, in the cop/r a single
meaningless word. But the important fact is that the entire tradition of this
passage is corrupt, and the corruption is not homogeneous. The readings
are:

-finiata in the ,4ssisi Compilation and the Uppsala Compilation (Cambell ed.
1970-71, p.94);

-finiate in the Venice Compilation (Litde ed. 1903, p.267);

-fin Johanni in MS Little (Litde ed. l9l4b, p. 78);

tAlia 
vice in illis diebus quidam medicus, nomine BonusJoannes, de civitate

Aretii qui notus et familiaris erat beato Francisco, in eodem palatio visitavit eum,
gyep beltug Franciscus interrogavit de sua infirmitate dicens: "eoid tibi videtur,
Finiatu, de hac mea. infirmitate ydropisi?" Nam beatus Franciscus nolebat aliquem
n-ominare qui nomine vocaretur bonus, propter reverentiam Domini, qui iixit:
"Nemo bonus, nisi solus Deus" (AC, Bigaroni ed. lg7 5, p.294).
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-frater Joh ani in Lemmens' s Mirror (Bigaroni ed. I 98 3, pp. 1 6- 1 9).

The tradition of the Mirror of Perfectinn-as it can be reconstructed
from the apparatus proided by Sabatier (1898, pp 238-39, and Sabatier and

Little 1928, pp. 342-43)-is corrupt. In a manuscript family that can be

traced to the region of the Portiuncula there is no agreement. One witness
has "finiate"; another "Arecinate," a graphic anomaly of the lenio facilior
"Arretinate" (the doctor Good John was from Avezzo) introduced as an

attempted correction; three others omit the reading. A second family, which
originated in the Franciscan province of Cologne, transmits the reading
"Benvegnate" (separately divided into "Bem vengnate," "Bembengnate,"
"Benigbengnate," "Benibengnate," "Benibegnata," "Benivengnate").
Perhaps this might be explained-but I say this with great hesitation-by
attraction with the words "bene veniat" found in the exclamation at the end

of the chapter, "Welcome lbene aeniat), my Sister Death!" Essentially, it
would be a kind of anticipated error.''

In this wide range of readings, it is easy to see that Lemmens's
Mirror transmits the reading closest to the correct one. The error, which is
grammatical ('Johani" for'Johannes"), affects only the second word and was

probably due to the influence of the vernacular.

oAccording to funaldo Fortini (1926;3"' ed. 1959, pp. 537-40) the correct
reading should r.rlly be "Benvegnate." But the type of argumentation adopted in
support of his hlpothesis is decidedly forced, if not arbitrary. After ascertaining in a

s.iiis of documents preserved in the archives of Assisi the existence of a "Bonus

Johannes Maragonis," nephew of a certain Benvegnate, and after hypotlesizing-that
this "Good;ohn" was both a notary and doctor, Fortini writes: "The adapter of the
Mirror,looking at Bonas lohannes Maragonis and also Ma.ragonis (a-form frequendy
used instead of Maragonis or Marengonii, abbrevtated m.arego),_not-knowing how^to
account for this proper name, rerd ie fl.regl, thus exchanging Good lohn's paternity
for his place of origin.... Reconstruction of this Good John's genealo-gy enables us

not only to explain the word, but also to understand completely this important
episode-in the life of Francis. The saint, not wanting...to call the-doctor by his name
Eonut lohannes, addresses him with the name of his paternal uncle, Benvegnate. We
know that the name of the uncle was often substituted in the patronymic for the
name of the father. For example, the son of Giovannetto di Angelo di Pica was called

Ceccolo di Piccardo, the latter being his paternal uncle. Later it was common
practice for the patronymic to be substituted Lven for the name. For- example, Pietro
hi B.rrr"rdone,-Francis's father, was also called Bernardone. This custom still
continues in use among the citizens of fusisi. Therefore the saint, who knew the
family of Good John thi doctor very well, calls him by his uncle's name" (Ibid., pp.

s3e-40).
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Based on this critical passage, we can draw the following genealogy:
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fu regards the witnesses for the Mirror of Perfection, the genealogy
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It is impossible to predict how many other critical passages-which
can enable us to verifii descent and filiation-may emerge in the process of
collating parallel sections found in the Franciscan sources. Yet I believe-as
the "finiatu. c se" demonstrates-that classification on the basis of material
errors and other mechanical accidents in transcription legitimately allows us
to make a recension of the different versions. I am quite aware that the
adapter, no matter how careful, cannot avoid all misunderstandings or minor
distractions, which means he loses contact with the exemplar in front of him
(it must never be forgotten that we are always talking about the written
tradition).

8. Tbe Tradition of tbe Franciscan Texts.

It is often said that oral tradition has had considerable influence on
the formation of the Franciscan sources, especially the unofficial ones (for
example, Manselli 1983). But the oral account is inserted into the text at the
moment of the latter's adaptation, being thus re-expressed in a written form
that can in turn be copied. fu we can see, our reasoning has brought us face-
to-face with another formidable problem: the relationship between compiler
and copyist. Perhaps in every compiler lies hidden a copyist, or, vice versa,
perhaps the copyist assumes the compiler's role. Compiler and copyist may
of course be identical. The compiler-copyist of the Avignon Compilation
tells us this when he says in his text that he wrote it "not as if creating a new
work or compilation, but transcribing what has been asserted and produced
by others" (Spec. perf., Sabatier ed. 1898, p. CLIX ). But whether the copyist
is also the author of the collections, and therefore the compilations are

unique collections of texts in one manuscript, must be proven in each case.

Any given manuscript may be simply a copy of a preexisting model. The
question is largely one of separating, in each text, the readings due to the
copyist from those due to the compiler, thus distinguishitg between
adapters and copyists. In other words, we must determine whether 

^particular version-as established in a given witness-had its origin in that
witness, whether it is the work of the hand that transcribed it or is already
something received and merely copied by that hand. This is very hard, next
to hopeless, but only experience in the field will have the final say on
whether or not it can be done.

In the study of the Franciscan sources and the Franciscan Question
there have been attempts to answer the now "famous" questions from a

philological standpoint. I have already mentioned those by Cavallin and

Desbonnets. But there have been others, more ambitious because they
essentially tried to reconstruct the Jlorilegiuru of 1,246. Associated with these

efforts are the names of John R.H. Moorman (1940), Jacques Cambell
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(1967) and Rosalind B. Brooke (1970). But these were experiments. And
since the tools they used were inadequate, they did not produce the results
that might have been expected given the premises, whose potential remained
untapped. But now we must discover and re-experience the complex and
subde question in terms of a, general recension understood .iro in a
historical sense, as the reconstruction of what \Mas an active tradition. 'fhis
reconstruction must be completely open-ended; there can be fio a priori
limits, because the motives, purposes, context and Sitz iru Leben vary from
work to work and are interconnected. Once this way has been tried-as we
have described it, with the risla mentioned, and prescinding from the
outcome (which may be either a positive or an absolutely negative response
to the frequently-asked-questions)-then all hermeneutics will be possible
and legitimate. Indeed, at that point the connection between editing and
interpretation will become impossible to avoid. "Restoration" will no longer
be satisfied with arranging texts in order, ne aarientur. It will require that we
go back from the texts to the historical, hagiographic, and literary contexts
in which these same texts assumed their material identity.

Llnless we do this, the fact that we have been more "technical" \ rill
lead only to half-knowledge.

Critical Note

This chapter, which is essentially methodological and illustrative,
presupposes a reading of the previous chapter ("A Saint to Be Read: Francis
of fusisi in the Hagiographic Sources"), which provides the basic data on the
thirteenth- and fourteenth-century hagiographic corpus on Francis of fusisi.
On the value of the present editions of the Franciscan texts, cfr. Menestd
1993. While the editorial siruation of the unofficial sources, on which we
have dwelt primarily, is very complicated, that of the official legends is
relatively certain, as confirmed (thanks especially to BihD in Analecta
Francescana X. Among the more recent contributions on the Franciscan
Question, see at least Pompei 1964, P6sztor 1968 and 1972, Philippart lg7L,
Atti Assisi Lg7+,Manselli lg$}b,Pisztor 1990 and 1993.

The excursus on "Lachmann's Method," taking this expression "in a

historical rather than a summarizing and, as it were, slzmbolic sense"
(Timpanaro 1990, p. 80) and assuming the arrangement and organization
imposed on it by Maas in 1966, refers to its application in the area of
Medieval Latin: on this subject, see Orlandi 1981, Menestd 199+b, Orlandi
1995. Furthermore, as mentioned in the text, we must constantly return to
Pasquali 1971. The theory behind Froger's method is presented in Froger
1968; see also Froger 1961 and 1970.
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